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ABSTRACT:   

In India, brick remains one of the most important building materials for 

construction activities. The main objective of the study is to the marketing 

strategies adopted by Bricks cottage industries in Dindigul District Both primary 

data and secondary data has been collected for the study.  A sample of 50 brick 

cottage industries were selected by convenience sampling method. Simple 

percentage and Garrett ranking test are used to analyse the collected data. The 

study concludes that Quality as the marketing strategy followed by the brick 

cottage industries. 

Keywords: bricks, design, quality, marketing, strategy, manufacture, system, units, 
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INTRODUCTION  

In India, brick remains one of the most important building materials for 

construction activities. Brick making is a traditional industry and it is suitable to all 

types of rural, semi-urban and urban areas. The Indian brick cottage  industry is the 

second largest producer in the world next to China and producing about 100 billion 
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bricks annually. Most of the brick-works are small-scale units  has annual gross 

revenue of about Rs 100 billion and employs millions of workers. Since 

civilization of mankind brick has been used in building construction and it one of 

the cheap expensive materials made from clay.  

It is one of the most durable materials suitable for our environment and  used 

in a variety of architectural buildings, structural and industrial applications.  In 

construction industry wood is replaced by steel, mosaic tiles are used instead of 

cement in the case of flooring,  cement is used in the place of lime but brick has 

not been changed. Though cement blocks are used instead of brick, the importance 

of brick has not been changed much.   

Marketing  is a very important component in brick cottage industries. 

Marketing strategies of brick cottage industries include knowing the demand 

position, fixing the target buyers, gaining knowledge about competitions, 

developing communication, advertisement, pricing of the product, improving  sales 

promotion,  advertisement, maintaining a good relationship with the customers and 

gaining knowledge about the Government latest regulations for the brick industry. 

The Gazette Notification of brick industries are classified into three 

categories on the basis of production capacity. They are: 

(1) Small brick industries (Production less than 15000 bricks per day).  

(2) Medium brick industries (Production between 15000 to 30000 bricks per 

day.)  

(3) Large brick industries (Production more than 30000 bricks per day.) 
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IMPORTANT BRICKS TYPES  

FBS-Face Brick 

Standard 

Clay bricks that are selected or produced for their durability 

and uniformity of size and shape. 

NFP-Non-Facing-

Plastered 

Clay bricks suitable for general building work that is to be 

plastered 

 FBX-Face-Brick-

Extra 

Clay bricks that are selected or produced for their durability 

and high degree of uniformity of size, shape and colour 

NFX --Non-Facing- 

Extra 

bricks suitable for use, plastered or unplastered, for general 

building work 

FBA-Face- Brick- 

Aesthetic 

Clay bricks that are selected or produced for their durability 

and aesthetic effect deriving from non-uniformity of size, 

shape or colour 

E-Engineering 

Units 

E bricks are manufactured at extremely high temperatures, 

forming a dense and strong bricks, allowing the bricks to 

limit strength and water 

Concrete Bricks:- Concrete bricks are made from solid concrete .Concrete 

bricks are usually placed in facades, fences and provide an 

excellent aesthetic presence; these bricks can be 

manufactured in different colours. 

Fly ash clay bricks Fly ash clay bricks are manufactured with clay and fly ash, 

at about 1000 degree C. Some studies have shown that 

these bricks tend to fail poor produce pop-outs, when bricks 

come into contact with moisture and water, causing the 

bricks to expand. 
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Sand lime bricks Sand lime bricks are made by mixing sand, fly ash and lime 

followed by a chemical process during wet mixing and then 

moulded under pressure 

Common Burnt 

Clay Bricks 

Common burnt clay bricks are also called hard bricks and 

made of clay .Such bricks are formed by processing in 

molds and then dried and fired in a kiln .These bricks are 

used in general works with no special attractive 

appearances. 

Sewerage Bricks These bricks are specially designed to construct sewers. 

Sewerage brick can resist corrosion/abrasion and also bears 

load of passing traffic and hydrostatic pressure from ground 

or surface 

 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Breman (1985) analyses the brick units situated in Western India lies along the 

banks of river which offer work to 700 workers approximately in the dry season. 

The workers of this brick units belong to the tribal castes and they are contracted 

into teams by a broker in the monsoon period. These workers working in this team 

will produce 2500 –3000 bricks a day and for this earns Rs.17 per 100 bricks. The 

research analysed that team member’s daily earnings vary between Rs.4 and 

Rs.5.50. and women who carry head loads get Rs.2.30 – Rs.3 for every 1000 

bricks. The study concludes to retain the labours from outside village are payed in 

advance by credit for the duration of the dry  season. 

 

Manoharan E (1998) examined the scale of technology and efficiency of brick 

industries in Tamil Nadu. The researcher has chosen two districts for his research 
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study Chengalpattu and Dharmapuri. The researcher revealed that there is a close 

relationship between the efficiency in terms of operation and economics of scale in 

production and size of the unit and technology adopted. This study revealed that 

modern technology has been adopted whenever the size of the unit is large to 

increase the production.  The researcher does not concentrate on environment, 

working conditions of labourers and marketing problems faced by the brick 

industries in the particular area. 

 

Guerin Isabella, Bhukuthi Ausendra, Parathasarathy, 

Venkatasubramanian.G. (2007) investigated the workers of the brick kiln sector 

in Chennai. The study revealed that brick industries workers are in a situation of 

debt bondage have to work for long hours and very often put their children to 

work. The workers in this brick industries are paid wages fixed by the government. 

Here the social mobility exist between both workers and kiln owners and the 

former by giving advance payment. The study concludes that debt bondage of 

brick workers can be broken with the help of employers, unions, NGOs, public 

authorities and job brokers. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

 To know the present scenario of brick cottage industries in Dindigul. 

  To study the marketing strategies adopted by Bricks cottage industries in 

Dindigul District. 

 

 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

 The results are based upon the views expressed by the brick manufacturers in 

Dindigul. 
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 The statistical method used to analyze the data has their own limitation. 

 All the limitations of primary data are applicable to this study. 

 Result of the study is limited to selected brick  manufacturers only 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: 

Area of the study: The research study was done in Dindigul District 

 

Nature and source of data: The study is based on questionnaire method; primary 

data has been collected from various brick cottage industries in Dindigul and the 

secondary data have been collected from related journals, Magazines and 

textbooks. 

 

Sampling Used: 50 units of brick cottage industries were selected by convenience 

sampling method. 

 

Statistical tools used for the study:  

 Simple Percent 

 Garrett Ranking Test. 

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

Table 1 

MARKETING DETAILS OF BRICKS COTTAGE INDUSTRIES 

Particulars No of respondents Percent 

Brand Details   

Branded 38 76 

No Branded 12 24 
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Channel of Distribution   

With middleman 42 84 

Without middleman 08 16 

Transportation   

Own Vehicle 26 52 

Rented Vehicles 24 48 

Promotional Activities   

Advertising 13 26 

Sales Promotion 27 54 

No Advertisement 10 20 

Strategies   

Quality 14 28 

Suitability 12 24 

Prompt delivery 13 26 

Cordial relationship 11 22 

Source: Primary data 

In the above table shows that out of 50 sample units in Dindigul Districts, 38 

units have branded their bricks and 24 units t have not branded their bricks.  

Out of 50 sample units 84% of the industries engaged with middleman for 

their marketing and 16% of the industries do not engage with middleman. 

Out of 50 sample units 52% of the industries are having own vehicle for 

transportation and remaining 48% of the industries hire the vehicle for 

transportation. 

Out of 50 sample units  26% of the industries make advertisement for their 

product, 54% of the industries make sales promotion to market their product and 
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remaining 20% of the industries do not make any kind of advertisement for their  

product marketing. 

Out of 50 sample units 28 of the brick industries adopt quality as their 

marketing strategy, 24% of them adopt suitability, 26% of the industries adopt 

prompt delivery and remaining 22% of the industries adopt cordial relationship as 

their marketing strategy to sell their product.  

Table 2 

PROBLEMS FACED BY BRICK INDUSTRIES –  

GARRETT RANK TEST 

Problems  
Garrett Mean 

Score 
Rank 

Competition 56.39 1 

Delay in Manufacturing 25.57 3 

Price Fluctuations 16.32 6 

Unpredictable buyer’s behaviour 48.61 2 

Absence of Grading 34.54 4 

Inadequate market information 45.51 5 

    Source: Primary data 

 

The above table shows, the Garrett ranking test for problems faced by brick cottage 

industries were the level of significance is at 0.000 which shows that there is a 

relationship between the ranks given.  

From the Garrett rank test, it is found that competition, unpredictable 

buyer’s behavior, delay in manufacturing, absence of grading, inadequate market 

information and price fluctuations.  
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CONCLUSION 

In Tamilnadu, Dindigul District have high potential and developing brick cottage 

industrial sector. This district has an adequate infrastructure for brick industries, 

there is high demand of bricks in the market and its sale price is also favorable. 

Hence these type brick cottage industries increase the standard of living and 

employment opportunities to the people who depend upon this area. The study 

elaborates the promotional activities of sample units and also identified the several 

problems in marketing the bricks. The study concludes that Quality as the 

marketing strategy followed by the brick cottage industries in Dindigul District. 
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